NEWSLETTER
January 2018

IMPORTANT NOTICE FOR ALL MEMBERS
AGM Saturday 26th May 2018. The Almonsbury Interchange Hotel. The AGM
is a requirement that we must have to maintain our status as an official
Everton Supporters Club. Important decisions are made that do require voting
in so please consider coming along to this game and have a say on how the club
is run.
CHAIRMAN – RON JOYNSON
I am writing the Chairman's element of this Newsletter on the day
after our reprieve victory versus Crystal Palace yesterday. I
deliberately call it "our reprieve victory" as it fulfilled this role
following the appalling display at Arsenal on the 3rd of February.
We can probably at last now believe that with better team
selection and a more purposeful display, we may achieve our
seemingly statutory 7th position in the League Table (now just two
points behind the current 7th placed team Burnley). Nevertheless,
this is still way behind all Evertonian aspirations and expectations.
Most WCB members on yesterday's coach (10 Feb) believe (as
do I) that we are likely to change our current Manager in the close
season, to one who more fully understands and appreciates what Everton Football Club is all about and
here's hoping!
Anyway less about EFC and more about WCB. Do you know that we have several potential authors
amongst our establishment?
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Alan Wilson and Dave Williams have recently written articles about the WCB for different mediums and
Bob Waterhouse is in the planning stages of writing a book about Everton Supporters.
Alan has written articles in Football Magazines previously and is currently writing one about West
Country Blues for The Footballing Weekends magazine. (www.footballweekends.co.uk). It normally
sells in WH Smiths and McColls newsagents and Alan will let us know when the article is published.
Dave Williams has written a superb WCB personal piece about recent EFC fixtures and journeys online
at www.toffeeweb.com and you can still find this article online currently simply under the title "West
Country Blues" which well describes all of our recent trials and tribulations in addition it is a great WCB
recruitment tool.
Bob Waterhouse is similarly writing a book about Everton Fan History and was instrumental in soliciting
support on a recent WCB trip (WBA Game), asking us to fulfil a Fan questionnaire.
The two articles and the results of the survey conducted are in this newsletter.So you too can ascertain,
in colloquial Scouse, that West Country Blue membership "gets you famous like".
Well done you three in helping our club reach further potential membership (and we all look forward to
reading Bob's eventual book) Well done guys!

A timely reminder that Becky is standing down as Ticket Secretary at the end of this season. We need
somebody to stand up, take on some responsibility (unpaid of course but if you do it correctly Christmas
can be paid for by credit card loyalty points) and help us continue as a supporters club in the manner
that we are doing so.
The ticket secretary is such an important role we cannot carry on without one!
To conclude, may I wish that both our team selection process (where is Tosun??) and performance
away from home, improves for the concluding fixtures of the season
Always Remember - Nil Satis Nisi optimum and you'll not go far wrong in life.
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THE EDITOR/TREASURER – MIKE WILLIAMS
A huge welcome to new WCB Members and to the second newsletter for
this season. It has been slightly delayed due to the fact that I (as many of
us) am in a really complicated relationship with this football club and
currently it’s not an especially happy relationship!
As one of the normal Westcountry Blues group who attend away games the
recent visits to the capital to see the annual debacles against Spurs and
Arsenal have been especially traumatic!!
For new members we try to publish this short newsletter on a quarterly basis
and upload it to our website. Newsletter Stories and pictures are more than
really welcome and can be sent to me at any stage. In this article aside from
the articles written by Alan Wilson and Dave Williams, Ian Davies has also
made a valuable contribution.
Thus far we have had 11 coach journeys to Goodison Park from the Westcountry. The games have
been attended by 391 passengers. We have are running at a loss on travel of £1070. The Crystal
Palace fixture saw us break even after a series of losses.
This figure is offset by the members who have joined which has realised an income of £1080.
Can I also thank everybody who contributes to the match day collection as this further reduces the loss
considerably through the season as it covers the Drivers Tips.
We are trying to reduce the losses further by the Win Your Bus Fare Home scratch cards (Ian has
raised £150 so far for us – I thank Ian for this initiative ) and of course Easyfundraising which would in
fact banish most of our problems if people used it more often.
Holidays etc can be booked on it and it is that sort of purchase which will assist us greatly.
Remember that every time you spend in over 3000 online shops, including Everton Direct, having
visited them via the Easyfundraising portal will make us money. We currently have about £190 for our
cause. Full details on how to use this very simple process can be found on our website under the
Easyfundraising tab.
Can I just remind members that in order to complete our journey to the North West in good order
to ensure they are at the pickup points a good ten minute before the bus due time.
COYB
Twitter: @mikewilliams358
Mike Williams
Mob: 07885738785
Email: michaelwilliams7358@yahoo.co.uk
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TRAVEL AND TICKET REQUIREMENTS – BECKY MARTIN
If you are a season ticket holder and not attending a game please
ensure you let me or Mike Williams know as soon as possible as the
coach seat can be offered up to others.
As always, it is advised that you let me know as soon as you can when you
know which fixture you wish to attend, this will avoid any last minute requests
that could result in failure to get a ticket or of being allocated a restricted view
although due to increased season ticket sales this may be the case anyway.
A reminder that I am standing down from the role at the end of the season
due to work reasons. We really do need somebody to come forward to join
the committee as Ticket Secretary. As of yet nobody has shown any interest
and this could become a major issue for the club next season.
I will happily shadow them for a period of time and offer advice when needed.
The Job role listing may seem daunting, it’s not really. As I have found and I suspect Mike is the same,
once you have a process in place it sort of looks after itself. You may need a few minutes on the odd
evening to consolidate a list or send an email but that is what Emmerdale, Coronation Street and
EastEnders are on TV for!
PLEASE REMEMBER


Tickets will only be ordered for members travelling to the match on the WCB coach.



Everton are not obliged to provide a refund on cancelled tickets so in the event that you cannot
attend a game, having ordered a ticket, you may be liable to still pay for tickets ordered. We
would hope your good nature prevails!



The only way to really ensure that you are included on the bus list is to speak to me personally or
by text as I may miss Facebook messages.

 There is a £2 surcharge on tickets if I order using the Westcountry Blue memberships.
BUS AUDIT – BOB WATERHOUSE
Westcountry Blue Member Bob Waterhouse is writing a book about Everton Fans and conducted a
survey on the coach to the West Brom game on 20/1/18. The results of that audit are as follows:
QUESTION 1 – What is your age? – oldest was 71 and youngest was 22. The average age was in the
early 50’s
QUESTION 2 – What is your job? –
Military – 3, Civil Servant – 2, Engineer – 3, Crematorium Operative, Cleaner, Logistics, Deep sea diver,
Retail Assistant, Driver, Garage owner, Student, Storekeeper, Mechanic, printer, Police Officer,
Electrician, Quantity Surveyor, Packer and Builder.
QUESTION 3 - What first made you support Everton?
Dad – 7, Family – 3, Mum – 1, Marriage – 1, 1968 Cup Final – 1, Friend – 1, Godfather – 1, Grandad –
2, Kit – 1, Uncle – 2, 1977 Swindon v Everton – 1, Gloryhunter 1980’s -1, Alec Young – 1.
It might be worth saying that 1 season ticket holder confessed to being a Liverpool supporter!
QUESTION 4 – Where did you live when you first supported Everton? –
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Liverpool – 7, Bath – 4, Swindon – 2, Birkenhead – 1, Bristol – 1, Hastings -1 1, Gloucestershire – 1,
Chester – 1, Exeter – 1, Newton Abbott – 1, Wiltshire – 1, Plymouth – 1, Wirral – 1, Runcorn -1
QUESTION 5 – What is your religion?
Church of England – 12, Catholic – 6, Methodist – 2, Presbyterian – 1, None/Everton – 4
QUESTION 6 – What is/was your income?
Under £30,000 – 9, £30,000-£50,000 – 7, Over £50,000 – 6
QUESTION 7 – Are you happy with?
a)
b)
c)

Communication with the fans – Yes -20, No – 2
Commitment to the Community – Yes -21, No – 0
The Matchday Experience – Yes – 19, No – 2, Not Sure – 3

QUESTION 8 – Do you Favour moving to the new stadium?
Yes – 24, No – 0, Not sure – 1
FOOTBALL WEEKENDS MAGAZINE ARTICLE – ALAN WILSON
For most football fans a trip to a home game will normally mean a relatively short journey. However,
there are lots of official supporters groups dotted around the country who certainly go out of their way to
watch their team.
One of them is called The West Country Blues. It's easy to identify what part of the UK they're from but,
much harder to establish exactly who they support because the word Blues can relate to a number of
clubs.
It's not until you get talking to one of the exiled members, with a scouse accent, that you soon realise
they all follow Everton Football Club. The club is made up from both West Country born and bred
members who support Everton for a number of reasons and exiled scousers who have taken the
opportunity to move to the area either for work or to embrace the slower pace of life.
The club has been an official supporters group since 2001 and was founded as a predecessor to South
West Everton Supporters Group. They’re run by a small Committee of volunteers and is self-financed.
Consequently, it’s only viable to run a coach to home games played over a weekend. At the moment
they have 132 members and are able to get match tickets as well, if required.
In the past couple of seasons, I’ve had the pleasure of travelling with them. They are such a welcoming
group who passionately follow their team. The coach starts out from Taunton, Somerset at 07.30am for
a 3pm kick off, where the Chairman Ron Joynson meets and greets the first group of fans. What is truly
amazing is how far some of them have already travelled just to get to Taunton let alone Liverpool. Ron
lives near Kingsbridge in Devon and other members have come from as far as Truro, Plymouth,
Barnstaple, Weymouth and Salisbury. So for some it's already been a really early start to what is a very
long day, hopefully rewarded with 3 points at the end of it.
My journey is with friends Chris and Ian who is a season ticket holder and Committee member. We all
live in Swindon and it's a 55 minute journey to Almondsbury near Bristol which is the second pick up
point. J13 and J8 are the others, both on the M5.
With each journey there is a sense of anticipation of the day ahead irrespective of recent form. This
year Everton have disappointed, to say the least, so there is plenty to talk about. On the way, to raise
much needed funds, Ian will sell merchandise and a football card where members can win their coach
fare home of £25.00.
A comfort stop is always taken at Keele services where afterwards the Chairman, Ron, gives a talk
about the days opponents and player links to both clubs. Its always nice to hear some of the great
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names of the past which revokes a lot of nostalgia and memories with plenty of discussion.
Ron told me that there are quite a few exiled scousers on board and that for a lot of them the day is split
into 3 parts. The first, is the journey itself, the second, is the game and the third, is the opportunity to
meet up with family and friends who live in Liverpool.
Mike Williams is the Treasurer. He told me that last season they invited ex player and 1966 FA Cup
Final hero Mike Trebilcock along to one of their trips. Mike was really friendly, signed countless
autographs and had the bus listening in awe about the build up to the final and of course how he felt
about scoring two goals in the game which paved the way for an Everton victory.
Soon we arrive in Liverpool. The coach parks next to Stanley Park, which separates Goodison and
former home Anfield, which are no more than a mile apart.
The ground is in view at the end of the road. A proper football stadium. It needs updating but, it's still
one of the best atmospheric grounds in the country especially when the team is playing well and kicking
towards the home fans in the Gwladys Street end. There are plans to move to Bramley Moor in the
dockside area of the city. Everton need new facilities to keep up with rivals in terms of attendances and
revenue. The new ground will provide this but, all said in done, it will be a very sad day when the gates
at Goodison Park close for the very last time.
Outside the ground, you’ll find a Timeline that tells the history of the club since its formation. It's
fascinating reading, with great pictures. You can visit the church that lies in the corner of the ground. Go
upstairs and you’ll find memorabilia from yesteryear. It's a great place to take in the history…… that is
Everton Football Club.
Today’s opponents are West Brom and the return of Gareth Barry. He was well liked by the fans and is
a credit to himself and profession with his record number of Premiership appearances. He got a
fantastic reception and rightly so. The game goes by quickly with Everton lucky to get a draw. Soon
we're on the way back down to the West Country where the Chairman does a poll for man of the
match. Like most fans, if the result is good the journey goes quick and when its bad, it seems to take
ages.
There is no doubt that being a member of an official supporters group is a great way for any fan to get to
home games. Even though there is no coach to midweek games alot of members still travel together by
car for them, plus go to all away games too, even in Europe. In fact, 32 of them are season ticket
holders at Goodson Park. They are all really nice people and even if you are on your own you'll always
find someone to talk to. It's like an extended family and many have since become good friends. It's a
reflection on the Chairman, Treasurer and the Committee of all their efforts that people are this way.
We're normally back in Swindon to catch the game on Match of the Day. It's a long day but when you
think that some fans still have to get back to Truro etc, it doesn't seem that far. Irrespective of the result
the same people will make the same journey to the next home game. Proper dedicated fans and I
admire them all for that. They epitomise what's best about fans who go out of their way to support their
team. Everton have had a difficult time so far this season despite massive investment. Consequently,
there's always something to talk about on the long journey home, win lose or draw.
So when you next leave the ground of the team you support just spare a thought for those who have a
lot further to go before they get home, wherever that may be in the UK.
Should anybody be interested in becoming a member then information can be found on the following
web site.
www.westcountryblues.org.uk.
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MERCHANDISE AND MARKETING SECRETARY – IAN DAVIES
Being accosted by Mike Williams in the toilets at Frankley
services a few years ago changed my life…in a good way!!!.
I was on my back home one Sunday evening after watching
Everton thrash Sunderland (Kone got a hat -trick ! the highlight
of his injury plagued time with us) and Mike came up to me and
said “we are the WCB” and I replied that I had seen the bus for
many years in Priory Road and presumed that the Toffees had
for some strange quirk of fate a big fan base in Somerset.
Mike said in reply but we do pick up in Bristol as well and all of a
sudden the possibilities dawned on me…
An hours drive per game compared to a minimum of six, fifty
pounds per game saved in travel costs and many wonderful
people to talk to who all share a common passion for The Blues.
I travelled up to the next home game on the bus and loved every
aspect of it, I immediately decided to get a Goodison season
ticket for the first time in eighteen years and I even get a little
discount being a shareholder in our club. Nowadays the coach trip is as much a part of my day as the
ninety minutes spent sat in the Top Balcony and the time soon flies.
I tell you all of this as background as to why I decided to join the committee. Put simply and starkly if the
WCB did not exist I would not be going to visit “The Grand Old Lady of Walton” more than two or three
times a season.
I decided to take up the Merchandise and Marketing role because, as a certain supermarket says, every
little bit helps (Ed Note: This will be the premium English Supermarket unlike the pretenders to
the throne – the Northern one with the green and yellow colour scheme!!).
Mike will give you more information should you want it, but 40 travellers per game will see us break
even. As games get moved for the great god that is TV (and also because of ill-fated Europa League
campaigns) people understandably cannot always go to matches that do not kick off at 3PM on a
Saturday (remember the good old days when that was the norm?) and obviously this impacts on
numbers.
So far this season I have sold 37 individual pieces of high quality WCB merchandise (a big thank you to
all of you who made a purchase) making the club just under £130 but we still have across our range of
six different products stock to the value of just over £280.
Some of these lines we have had for a few years such as magnets, badges and car stickers. However,
this year I introduced two new lines with mixed results, namely tote bags and drinks coasters. I must
admit I thought that the tote bags would be a winner and I thought long and hard about the coasters as
I was not sure they would sell.
How wrong could I be! The coasters sold well and we only have a few left whilst we still have the vast
majority of the bags left. I would welcome your feedback, at £8 are the bags too expensive? although
we are only making a nominal profit on them whilst the coasters were only £2.50 so is the lesson to be
learnt that we only want to do inexpensive items that are fairly cheap to buy? You may recall that I have
had made a hoodie and a polo shirt with the club badge on, whilst I appreciate I am probably the ugliest
model in the world (!) there was not much enthusiasm from members for them. I would welcome your
input and any thoughts about products we could do in the future.
Another innovation this season is “Win Your Bus Fare Home” which seems to be a success and has
been well supported and we have manged to sell the whole card each time, as the name implies the
winner gets £25 and the club £15. So far a different team has won each week (including the bad omen
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of Arsenal the day they finished off the career of Ronald Koeman with us) and it amuses me that Man
Utd and Liverpool are usually amongst the last few teams to be purchased!!
I am delighted to say that other than Alan Wilson winning it on successive trips we have had a different
winner each time.
Thank you very much for supporting the merchandise and the scratch card this season and I leave you
with this thought, the profit for as whole season on “Win Your Bus Fare Home” combined with the profit
made so far on merchandise would pay for a coach to go as far as Warrington (Editors Note: Actually
it would get us to J13 but it’s still a great effort!) on the way up..we would have to walk the rest of
the way!
Merchandise
We have a number of items all reasonably prices that enable us to easily market the club. Bags, badges
and stickers are all available. Stickers are ideal for the car and designs are below. Please buy and
distribute around the place. The 2 larger ones are priced at £2 and the smaller square one at £1.50.

WEST COUNTRY BLUES - DAVE WILLIAMS (Article on www.toffeeweb.com)
(https://toffeeweb.com/season/17-18/comment/fanscomment/36235.html)
I moved to the West Country in 1990 and live, believe it or not, in a place called Liverton. Strange
because at school on Merseyside we formed a football team made up of reds and blues and decided
Liverton was a better name for us than Everpool.
Anyway, last week (before the Arsenal game) I sorted a ticket out for this Saturday and booked a seat
on the West Country Blues supporters club coach from Taunton. It's a 550-mile trip starting at 6:45 am
and getting home around 10:30 pm and it's a long way home after a poor performance. Ron, Mike,
Becky and the rest of the team provide a welcoming atmosphere on the coach and do sterling work.
The name of the club is very apt as I have had the West Country Blues since the disgrace at Arsenal
and I am wondering if I am actually looking forward to this. I started going to Goodison in 1963 and most
seasons there has been something to look forward to.
First it was the brilliance of Alex Young and a favourite of mine Alex Scott who was a world beater of a
winger when in the mood. They gave way to the utterly wonderful Alan Ball and his cohorts. Whoever
we played I always had the feeling that if Bally played well we would most likely win. Even if he was
suspended Kendall and Harvey along with Whittle or Jackson would give us a great chance provided
two of the three played well.
An incredibly poor couple of years followed with a collection of local lads who weren't good enough –
Darracott, Kenny, Sargent, Scott – and some dubious buys who weren't good enough – Harper,
McGlaughlin, Belfitt, Clements – but then the arrival of the man who walked on water. The great Bob
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Latchford was always likely to score a goal or three and again I would go to the game with justifiable
hope.
Once Bob and the very entertaining Andy King faded and moved on there was another poor period
followed by Kendall's great team. I loved to watch the vastly underrated Peter Reid, the majestic Kevin
Ratcliffe and my favourite, the effervescent ball of energy and skill that was Adrian Heath. Great days,
always expecting a win but knowing the entertainment would be good regardless of the result.

…..the effervescent ball of energy and skill that was Adrian Heath
Another few poor years followed then we saw Arteta and Pienaar arrive and once again there was
entertainment and skill on view even though the team was a top goalie and striker short of being a top
side. Moyes moved on and we had the marvellous transfer deals bringing Lukaku and Deulofeu to the
club. The hammering of Arsenal when Lukaku played wide right was marvellous entertainment.
That brings me up to the present and that word "entertainment" which has sprinkled this post has been
sadly absent all season. There was a sign of it maybe against Leicester, Watford and West Ham but we
had plenty of good fortune in those games. What can I get out of Saturday to make me think the trip will
be worthwhile? The coach journey is good. I always enjoy hearing how others view the team and our
situation. I will be reading Peter Reid's autobiography and will likely have a snooze too!
The day then picks up in excitement when we park alongside Stanley Park and a scornful glance across
to the Meccano display in red is replaced by a look of nostalgic pleasure as my eyes feast on the beauty
of Goodison Park. Old she may be but there is a stately and dignified look about her that never fails to
get to me. I have spent so many great days there in the last 55 years, so many marvellous memories
and at that moment I will know that come what may between 3 and 5pm my trip will have been
worthwhile.
I hope that Sam plays the team which started against Leicester, perhaps replacing Niasse and leaving
him to come on after an hour. Seamus and Wayne may give some moments of excitement and
Sigurdsson is capable of something out of the ordinary. I hope that the fans get behind the team and
make an unholy noise. Not easy to ask for that after the couldn't-care-less approach of many last week
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but a good crowd will help the team; abuse and silence will just make them play worse. We need to start
playing a settled team but only once he drops half a dozen players to make room for the ones he rested
after Leicester.
I will arrive home pretty knackered, having a 45-minute drive from the coach drop to home and my wife,
who doesn't understand why I do such a journey after a week at work, will inform me for the umpteenth
time that it is only a game and I shouldn't blame the manager. Bless her, she tries but just doesn't get it.
When I tell her that it was all worthwhile because I saw the old lady again she will crease up with
laughter but I repeat she does not understand. It's like seeing a much loved friend and it's going to be a
great day out.
But please lads, score some bloody goals and get the win!
Dave then posted this follow up on Monday 11th Feb

A 17 HOUR DAY – BUT WORTH IT!
The alarm went off at 5.50am and I grabbed a quick cuppa whilst persuading the puppy that she needed
to go out into the cold, wet and wild to do the necessary at such an unholy hour. I swear she already
knows when it is the weekend and she has a lie in and Jane said she didn't settle properly all day after
that!
In the car at 6.45 for the 50 mile drive and the coach was already there. 39 die-hards on the coach and
the general feeling was that it would be a nice gesture for the club to broadcast an apology to the fans
before the kick off for that diabolical display last week. Ron, the West Country Blues club chairman, said
it was the worst display he had seen in sixty years plus of following the club and whilst the early
seventies produced some dire stuff I couldn't argue with him.
He told me that there were a couple of lads on the coach who had travelled up from Truro and do so
regularly. For those like me whose geography can be suspect Truro is really " Deep South" and you can
add on another two hours and 100 miles to what I was doing. Dedication like that should make the
players ashamed of not trying as one or two were guilty of last week.
We had a smooth journey despite sweeping rain all the way and I made the mistake (not for the first
time) of trying a microwaved bacon roll at the services which was so hard and dry you'd think it unfit to
be served to a human. Still, let's hope Ken Buckley fat van is up to standard!
We arrived at just before 1:00 and time was killed in the fan zone and grabbing a pint in the pub just up
the road and opposite the Brick. I was stunned to be charged £2.80 for what was a very decent pint of
lager – my local charges £4.25 which is standard in Devon.
The game started with a very subdued crowd but it was clear that the team was up for it and apart from
a couple of early errors from Mangala ( who I thought settled down after them) we were looking decent
enough with a Walcott a class apart. He protects his full back, has excellent control, thinks, and has
pace like I have never seen before- a marvellous signing at £20m.
It all took off after half time. Our chairmen (West Country Blues and BK) both missed the first goal as it
was so quick after half time. Niasse was an absolute pain in the backside for Palace, constantly all over
their defenders giving them a torrid time and it seemed that Siggy in particular had become aware that if
you stay close to him there will be some loose balls (I don't refer here to the Palace defenders feeling
scared) to pick up.
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It seemed to me that his touch play has improved as he mixed some moments of poor control with some
very good control and link up play and I for one am not in the group who think he is too poor for the
premier league. He is highly effective against the lesser clubs and sets a great example to all.
Siggy played very well with energy, skill and I wouldn't say he was slow either. Tom had a good game
and the goal will do him good. He and Gana play well with Wayne who was my man of the match with a
real midfield general display . So often the ball was moved in to him and back out to create space and
his diagonal passing to Theo was great to watch.
I' m not one ever to boo our own players and was shocked at the widespread booing Schneiderlin
received. I can understand why it happened and he should look to Niasse and Siggy if he wants to
change things. Soggy is slowly winning people around with hard graft and his skills are starting to show.
Niasse has gone from playing for the under 23s to being the crowd hero and second top scorer again
through sheer hard work – does Morgan want it or not?
Keane was ok but beaten too many times in the air for comfort albeit Palace had some huge guys on
the pitch.
All told a very enjoyable game and encouraging performances all round. I love how Tom and Jonjo hunt
together when chasing the ball – great to see.
We were back on the road by 5.15 and apart from the quaintly named " dash and slash" once we hit the
M5 we made good time and I was home by 11. Walcott was voted man of the match by the 39 on the
coach. No one agreed with my choice of Rooney – what do I know?
A great day out, Goodison looked in fine shape and the company was excellent. I wouldn't hesitate to
recommend West Country Blues or indeed the other travelling supporters clubs to anyone. The cost is
way cheaper than paying for your own petrol, the company is pleasant and the journey is relaxing.
Thanks to Ron, Becky, Mike and the rest of the team – see you soon!
THE GIFT THAT JUST KEEPS ON GIVING
A Norwegian Liverpool fan named his daughter YNWA in honour of his club - despite having never been
to Anfield before.
Life-long Reds supporter Kent Roger Solheim lives in Sandefjord in Norway with his girlfriend Carine
Heum and their two-week-old daughter YNWA Sofie. 29-year-old Kent said he had to convince his
girlfriend to name their baby girl after the abbreviation for the Reds fans’ anthem You’ll Never Walk
Alone.
He said: “It started last summer when we knew we were having a girl, so we decided to give her one
name each. I’ve followed Liverpool all my life so I wanted to call her YNWA.”
The unusual name - pronounced “Unn-wah” - has prompted a mixed response from friends and family.
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Dad-of-one Kent said: “Most of the football interested guys they know the meaning, but people think it’s
a nice name. They don’t like the meaning of the name as much if they support Manchester United.” Kent
has supported Liverpool his entire life - and received his first ever Liverpool kit when he was just three
months old.The new parents are proudly carrying on the tradition, and YNWA’s own Liverpool babygrow
will be arriving this weekend.
He said: “I’ve never been before - that’s a big dream. My dad is also a Liverpool supporter and he was
there for the first time when he turned 50.” YNWA Sofie was born on January 1, weighing a healthy 8
lbs 12 oz, and is Kent and Carine’s first child together.

Lucky Unn-wah is pictured above with her proud Mum and Dad!

Total lack of class by this KAG unlike me who named my daughter Linzi after this classy actress
below…..Porn Star Linzi Drew (and yes my Linzi does know!)
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THE GIFT THAT JUST KEEPS GIVING
An important message for our younger members!
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